In the extrafoveal retina, interference fringes at spatial frequencies higher than the resolution limit look like twodimensional spatial noise, the origin of which has not been firmly established. We show that over a limited range of high spatial frequencies this noise takes on a striated appearance, with the striations running perpendicular to the true fringe orientation.
used these moir6 patterns, which look like shimmering zebra stripes, to measure cone spacing across the central 3.5 deg of the fovea in the living human eye.
If similar aliasing could be observed in extrafoveal regions, the measurements of cone spacing could be extended to larger retinal eccentricities. Williams 5 has reported that interference fringes whose spatial frequency exceeds the resolution limit have the appearance of two-dimensional spatial noise when they are viewed in the parafoveal retina.
This observation is substantiated by other investigators who have reported the noisy appearance of fine gratings in the extrafovea. 9 -11 This noisy percept is qualitatively consistent with aliasing by the mosaic of extrafoveal cones. Anatomical evidence suggests that the extrafoveal cone array is less regular than that of the fovea.1"' 2 -' 5 Irregular arrays are expected to produce irregular moir6 patterns, whose energy is smeared across a range of spatial frequencies and orientations. 16 "1 7 Williams and Collier1 8 have argued that the irregularity of the blue-sensitive cone mosaic accounts for the noisy appearance of fine violet gratings seen against a yellow background that isolates the blue-sensitive mechanism.
However, there are other explanations for the noisy appearance of extrafoveal gratings besides cone aliasing. The extrafoveal retina above the receptors is thicker than that at the fovea and is ramified with a dense meshwork of blood vessels and capillaries. The optical properties of the retina are not well understood, particularly with the coherent illumination that is often used to observe the spatial noise under consideration. It is possible that laser speckle produced by retinal light scatter, or a moir6 pattern formed with the retinal vasculature, accounts for the spatial noise. Alternatively, the noise may be caused by a subsequent neural array that undersamples the retinal image even more severely than the cone mosaic. It is well established that, in the peripheral retina at least, cones can outnumber ganglion cells by as much as 10 to 1.14 Such an array would begin to introduce aliasing noise at spatial frequencies about three times lower than the cone mosaic would, unless the array is protected from aliasing by the large size of its receptive fields.
In this paper we establish that there is a range of spatial frequencies at each eccentricity near but outside the fovea for which the spatial noise appears striated in an orientation that is perpendicular to the true fringe orientation. We show that this orientation reversal is quantitatively consistent with anatomical measurements of the spacing and arrangement of cones in the extrafoveal mosaic. This result suggests that at least part of the spatial noise originates in the cone mosaic and offers a way to estimate cone spacing in the extrafoveal retina.
METHOD

Apparatus
In all experiments, interference fringes were used that were produced with a laser interferometer, described in detail elsewhere. 5 Here, we briefly describe the original device and subsequent modifications that provide automated control of the spatial frequency and orientation of the interference fringe. Light from a He-Ne laser (632.8 nm) is split into two beams that follow mirror-symmetric but otherwise identical optical paths. Each beam then passes through an acousto-optic modulator that gates the beam into 1-msec pulses at 400 Hz. The temporal overlap of pairs of such pulses, one from each beam, controls the contrast of the interference fringe. A fringe of any desired contrast can be introduced into a uniform field without changing the spaceaveraged illuminance or the entry point of light into the pupil. This permits the use of forced-choice psychophysical techniques with interference fringe stimuli whose contrast is relatively immune to diffraction and aberrations in the eye. Each beam then passes through a spatial filter and a beam expander. The two beams are arranged to propagate in nearly opposite directions through a glass cube, which controls fringe orientation and spatial frequency. The cube has only two optical faces that are opposite each other and roughly perpendicular to the optical axis of each beam. The beams are focused to form two point sources at the center of the cube and leave the cube continuing in opposite directions. They are then recombined so that they propagate in the same direction toward the observer's eye, where they form an interference fringe on the observer's retina. The glass cube, which is conjugate with the observer's cornea, has two degrees of rotational freedom, one of which controls the spatial frequency and the other of which controls the orientation of the interference fringe.
The separation of the point sources at the observer's cornea determines the spatial frequency of the fringe. A computer selects the desired spatial frequency with a galvanometer motor that controls the angular position of the glass cube. The galvanometer causes the cube to rotate about an axis lying in the plane nearly perpendicular to the optical axes of the two interferometric beams. Because of the cube's refractive effect, a rotation of the cube introduces a lateral displacement of each of the beams. Since the beams propagate in opposite directions, the displacements of the beams are equal and in opposite directions.
The orientation of an interference fringe on the retina depends on the orientation of the point sources at the observer's cornea. Fringe orientation is controlled with a stepping motor that rotates the cube (and the galvanometer assembly) around an axis nearly coincident with the optical paths of the two beams. This varies the orientation of the fringes without disrupting the optical axes of the system or the fringe spatial frequency. Independent computer control of both the spatial frequency and the orientation of the interference fringe is achieved without disturbing the optical axis of the system or the alignment of the observer. A second Maxwellian view channel with a tungsten source was used to produce incoherent backgrounds or annuli.
General Procedure
Observers were aligned with a bite bar mounted on a threedimensional positioning stage. Subjective criteria, described by Williams, 5 were used to optimize alignment. When the eye was aligned, the two laser beams straddled the Stiles-Crawford maximum in the entrance pupil at all orientations, and the beams were focused on the cornea. Subjects were realigned for each retinal eccentricity tested. Two experienced psychophysical observers (the authors) and one naive observer were tested. In all the experiments, the 500-troland (Td) test field was surrounded by an 8-deg, 630-nm annulus whose luminance was matched to that of the test field. For retinal eccentricities of less than 4 deg, observers fixated a cross hair positioned inside the annulus along the horizontal meridian. For larger eccentricities, a small redlight-emitting diode placed outside the annulus served as a stimulus for fixation.
EXPERIMENT 1: ORIENTATION
IDENTIFICATION
When observers viewed interference fringes in the parafoveal retina, they reported that low-frequency fringes appeared clear and distinct. At frequencies very near the cone Nyquist frequency for that eccentricity, observers reported the appearance of spatial noise in addition to the fine fringe. At certain higher frequencies, this spatial noise took on a striated appearance, with the striations running perpendicular to the true grating orientation. These observations motivated a more objective forced-choice experiment to verify this orientation reversal and to characterize the conditions under which it occurs. The first experiment measured observers' ability to identify the orientations of horizontal and vertical interference fringes for various spatial frequencies.
Procedure
A two-alternative single-interval forced-choice procedure was used. Interference fringes were presented for 500 msec at 100% contrast in a 2-deg test field. The retinal eccentricity of the test field was 3.8 deg in the nasal retina. On each stimulus trial, either a vertical or a horizontal grating was presented; orientation was chosen at random. The observer's task was to identify the orientation without feedback. Each run consisted of 15 trials per orientation at each of 5 randomly interleaved spatial frequencies. In addition, each run contained 30 catch trials during which no grating was presented. Another set of five spatial frequencies, which was interdigitated with the first set, was used on alternate runs.
Observers were unaware of the true fringe orientation. The stepper-motor assembly produced some noise and vibration when rotating the cube to change the fringe orientation. To prevent this from indicating the fringe orientation to the observer, the stepper motor returned to an intermediate position between stimulus presentations, so that the same noise and vibration were sensed whether the upcoming stimulus was vertical or horizontal.
Results
The mean percentage of correct responses is plotted as a function of spatial frequency in Fig. 1 where.' 9 For the present purposes, the interesting aspect of these data occurs at still higher spatial frequencies, where the psychometric function falls significantly below chance performance. This implies that the observer has a tendency to identify the grating orientation as opposite the true orientation. This tendency has characterized the psychometric functions of all three observers whom we have studied. Another aspect of the first observer's data is that the drop below chance performance occurs at higher frequencies for horizontal gratings than for vertical gratings. The other two observers also showed this asymmetry, but to a lesser extent.
EXPERIMENT 2: ORIENTATION MATCHING
The following experiment establishes whether this orientation reversal is a phenomenon associated only with horizontal and vertical gratings or whether it occurs at other orientations as well.
Procedure
The inset in Fig. 2 shows the stimulus configuration. The annulus surrounding the 2-deg test field was bisected by a thin black line (5 min wide) whose orientation could be controlled by the observer. A unity-contrast interference fringe was introduced into a uniform field for 500 msec every 2.5 sec. The observer fixated just inside the left edge of the annulus so that the test patch was centered at an eccentricity of 3.8 deg in the nasal retina. She adjusted the orientation of the line to match the perceived fringe orientation. At least four matches were made at each of six fringe orientations for two different spatial frequencies. The fringe orientations, which covered all possible orientations in 30-deg steps, were presented in random order. The lower of the two spatial frequencies used (10 cycles/deg) fell below the resolution limit for this observer. The higher spatial frequency (41 cycles/deg) fell above the resolution limit. It was selected on the basis of the forced-choice orientation-identification data described in experiment 1 above. For this observer, 41 cycles/deg produced the orientation-reversal effect for both horizontal and vertical gratings at this retinal eccentricity. 20 
Results
At the low spatial frequency (10 cycles/deg), the observer reported a clear percept of a grating. At the high spatial frequency (41 cycles/deg), however, the observer reported seeing noisy striations instead of a clear grating. The striations were not obvious on every trial; on some presentations the stimulus appeared as nonoriented two-dimensional spatial noise. Two spatial frequencies were tested, one lower than the resolution limit (10 cycles/deg, open circles) and one higher than the resolution limit (41 cycles/deg, filled circles). In the inset, settings were made by varying the orientation of a line until it was parallel to the perceived orientation. Data are the means of at least four settings i 1 SE. spatial frequency, 41 cycles/deg, the observer oriented the matching line to an angle that was shifted about 90 deg from the true fringe orientation (filled symbols). Error bars equal ±1 SE and are shown where they are larger than the symbol size. The striations seen with fringes at oblique orientations were oriented less clearly than those at the horizontal or vertical orientation. Correspondingly, the oblique data show more deviation from a 90-deg orientation shift. Nonetheless, the data suggest that the orientation reversal can be identified at all fringe orientations and is not peculiar to horizontal and vertical fringes.
EXPERIMENT 3: ALIASING BY THE IRREGULAR MOSAIC OF EXTRAFOVEAL PRIMATE CONES
How can we explain the striated noise perpendicular to the interference fringe viewed in the extrafovea? Can it be linked to prereceptoral factors or to postreceptoral factors, or does it originate in the cone mosaic? In this section, we show that the orientation reversal results from the sampling properties of cones in the extrafovea of the primate. We constructed a simple optical model of the extrafoveal retina that describes the appearance of interference fringes imaged on the irregular cone mosaic. This analysis uses techniques for producing optical transforms served to expand and spatially filter the beam. The beam was subsequently collimated and passed through a Ronchi ruling (rr). A second lens, one focal length from the Ronchi ruling, formed a diffraction pattern of the Ronchi ruling in the plane of a mask. The mask was an aperture that removed the higher harmonics from the optical transform of the square-wave grating, passing only three delta functions that formed a close approximation to a sinusoidal grating in the focal plane of lens L 4 . The grating was imaged on the artificial cone mosaic, which was inserted in this plane.
Lens L 5 formed the optical transform of the product of the grating and the cone mosaic. Circular apertures could be inserted into this plane to mimic the low-pass-filtering effects of postreceptoral neurons subsequent to the cone mosaic. Finally, the sampled and spatially filtered image of the grating was reconstructed by lens L 6 in the plane of a photographic emulsion, where it could be recorded.
Results
The array of dots in Fig. 4(a) depicts the location of cone centers in the parafoveal cone mosaic. The diffraction pattern, or two-dimensional power spectrum, of the same mosaic is shown in Fig. 4(b) . Spatial frequency increases with distance from the origin at the center of the image; the orientation of a given spatial-frequency component is specified by its angle with respect to the origin. Light areas depict the locations in the two-dimensional frequency plane where there is power in the spectrum. The mosaic spectrum has the characteristic annular appearance first described by frequency equal to the mosaic modal frequency. A and B, Unfiltered reconstructed images of sampled vertical and horizontal gratings, respectively. E and F, Sampled and spatially filtered vertical and horizontal gratings, respectively. Note the striations, which tend to run perpendicular to the actual grating orientation. Frequency domain (right): C and D, power spectra of sampled vertical and horizontal gratings, respectively. G and H, The same power spectra, with a circular mask added that passed only those frequencies lower than 75% of the modal frequency. The resulting spectra were used to form the low-pass-reconstructed images in E and F.
Yellott. 16 , 17 We will refer to the distance between the origin and the peak of this annulus as the modal frequency of the mosaic. We then define the modal cone spacing as the reciprocal of the modal frequency. Other definitions of cone spacing in this irregular mosaic might have been chosen, based on an analysis of nearest-neighbor distances, for example. However, the definition proposed here provides a particularly simple link between the domains of space and frequency.
This definition of extrafoveal cone spacing yields estimates that are similar to those obtained by assuming a regular triangular packing arrangement of cones.
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Note also that the nominal Nyquist frequency for the mosaic corresponds to half of the modal frequency. Figures 5A and 5B show the reconstructed output of the optical model for a grating whose spatial frequency equals the modal frequency of the irregular mosaic. In spatial terms, the period of the grating equals the modal cone spacing. The sampled grating has been reconstructed without spatial filtering. Figure 5A shows the reconstructed image of a vertical grating; Fig. 5B shows the reconstructed image of a horizontal grating. It is difficult to detect the original gratings in these images. Instead, one can make out lowspatial-frequency striations that have a tendency to be oriented perpendicular to the actual grating, as expected from the psychophysical observations. The perpendicular striations can also be seen in Figs. 5E and 5F, which show lowpass-filtered versions of Fig. 5A and 5B, respectively. The cutoff frequency for the filter was 75% of the modal frequency. The striations are somewhat more obvious in the filtered images than in the unfiltered images, perhaps because masking by the high spatial frequencies associated with the dots themselves has been removed. The spatial filtering operation performed optically here is meant to mimic the spatial filtering performed by receptive fields subsequent to cone sampling. The precise amount of filtering is not critical for the present purposes but demonstrates that the perpendicular striations can exist even when the input spatial frequency cannot pass through subsequent filtering stages.
An explanation for the perpendicular striations can be gleaned from the power spectra of these sampled gratings, shown in Figs. 5C and 5D. 24 In the frequency domain, the sampling operation is a convolution of the fringe spectrum with the spectrum of the sampling array. In the spatial domain, the sampling operation is the product of the fringe and the sampling array. The power spectrum of a vertical grating would be represented as three delta functions along the horizontal axis. The central delta function resides at zero spatial frequency, while the locations of the two other delta functions specify the spatial frequency of the grating. The effect of sampling (convolution) is to replicate the spectrum of the array around each of the delta functions of the grating. When the grating spatial frequency equals the modal frequency of the mosaic, the annular replicas of the mosaic spectrum overlap at low spatial frequencies, as in Figs. 5C and 5D. This low-frequency energy is distributed in a general orientation that is perpendicular to the energy in the original fringe. Because the energy is dispersed over a range of spatial frequencies and orientations, the appearance of the reconstructed image in the spatial domain is noisy. Note that the orientation reversal is expected only when the fringe frequency equals the modal frequency of the mosaic. Higher or lower spatial frequencies will not pro-duce the overlap of the annular replicas at low spatial frequencies.
The filtering operation after sampling is depicted in Figs. 5G and 5H. In the optical apparatus, a mask containing a circular aperture was placed over the transform to pass only those frequencies 75% lower than the modal frequency. (In the apparatus, the mask is opaque; here, it is shown as semitransparent in order to illustrate which part of the transform is masked.) Except for the central delta function, the dc level, all the energy allowed to pass is a byproduct of the sampling operation and therefore is not present in the stimulus itself. Although the energy has a wide spatialfrequency bandwidth, the orientation bandwidth is relatively narrow, which corresponds to noisy striations in the spatial domain.
The explanation of the orientation reversal can be cast in the spatial domain as well as in the frequency domain. In our extrafoveal cone sample, the distances between neighboring cones are fairly constant over the entire sample. This residual periodicity in the mosaic corresponds to the presence of considerable power in a relatively small range of spatial frequencies in the power spectrum. However, there is no predominant orientation in the mosaic, corresponding to the fact that the power is distributed isotropically in all directions from the origin of the power spectrum. Thus the transform of the extrafoveal mosaic is characterized by an annulus. Hirsch and Miller' 2 "1 3 have shown that the disorder in the orientation of the extrafoveal array exceeds the disorder in the spacing of the array. The consequences of this result for aliasing can be intuited as follows. Imagine that you are sitting on a single cone in the extrafoveal mosaic. Suppose also that this particular cone lies just beneath a bright bar of a grating whose period equals the modal cone spacing. If you look in a direction perpendicular to the stripes of the grating, it is likely that other cones in that direction will also lie beneath bright bars, because the distances between cones in the mosaic are fairly regular.
Groups of cones, all illuminated in a similar manner, will tend to produce a low-spatial-frequency alias. However, if you look in a direction parallel to the grating stripes, it is less likely that other cones in that direction will lie beneath the bright bar, because the mosaic lacks a predominant orientation. This inhibits the formation of low-frequency aliases in a direction parallel to the grating stripes. Thus low-frequency striations can form more easily in a direction perpendicular to the grating than parallel to it.
EXPERIMENT 4: PSYCHOPHYSICAL SIMULATION OF THE ORIENTATION
REVERSAL
Although the reconstructed gratings displayed above demonstrate that the extrafoveal cone mosaic can alias highfrequency gratings into perpendicular, striated noise, it still remains to be shown that cone aliasing can produce psychometric functions whose overall shape and position on the spatial frequency axis resemble those observed in the forcedchoice orientation-identification experiments. lian lens, conjugate with the observer's retina. This permitted interference fringes to be imaged on the artificial mosaic and permitted both the fringes and the mosaic to be imaged in turn on the observer's fovea. This endowed the observer's fovea with a spatial sampling rate characteristic of the extrafoveal retina. The mosaic subtended 40 arcmin; the modal spacing between artificial cones was about 1.25 arcmin. The observer's own foveal cone sampling rate was about 2.5 times that of the artificial mosaic, so that the observer's own mosaic did not interfere with that of the artificial mosaic. The forced-choice orientation-identification procedure described in experiment 1 was employed. Figure 6 shows the mean percent correct of 20 trials at each spatial frequency. Performances for horizontal and vertical gratings were similar and were consequently averaged. The psychometric function obtained with the artificial cone mosaic resembles those obtained with the observer's extrafoveal retina. Specifically, the function drops reliably below chance performance (50% correct) at high spatial frequencies. The observer's reports of the appearance of the simulation agreed well with those obtained when her own extrafoveal retina was tested. From about 30 to 45 cycles/deg, near and above the resolution limit, the interference fringe appeared noisy. For spatial frequencies from about 45 to 55 cycles/deg, the noise looked striated, and its orientation was perpendicular to the fringe.
Results
The artificial cone mosaic viewed by the fovea is by no means a perfect model for the actual extrafoveal retina.
The effects of eye movements are different in the two cases, as are the neural mechanisms that process the sampled image subsequent to the cone mosaics. Nonetheless, the agreement between the actual and the simulated data suggest that cone undersampling might explain the orientation reversal.
a SIMULATION
The optical model requires that the striations be most prominent when the fringe spatial frequency equals the modal frequency of the artificial cone mosaic. The trough of the psychometric function, where the striations are most visible, occurs at about 47-50 cycles/deg. The modal spatial frequency of the artificial cone mosaic, measured by scanning the optical transform of the mosaic and identifying the spatial frequency corresponding to the peak power, was about 48 cycles/deg (shown as the open arrow in Fig. 6 ). The modal frequency was also calculated from the density of cones in the sample, assuming regular triangular packing.
This figure was 49.7 cycles/deg (shown as the filled arrow in Fig. 6 ). Thus the trough in the psychometric function is a measure of the modal frequency of the mosaic.
EXPERIMENT 5: THE ORIENTATION REVERSAL AS A FUNCTION OF RETINAL ECCENTRICITY
The following experiment tests the quantitative prediction, supported by the simulation described above, that the reversal frequency should correspond to the modal frequency of the cone mosaic at various retinal eccentricities. Since anatomical data on human cone spacing verses eccentricity are available, this experiment provides a strong quantitative test of the hypothesis that cone aliasing accounts for the noisy appearance of high-frequency extrafoveal gratings.
Method
Psychometric functions for orientation identification were measured for one observer at two retinal eccentricities. A 2-deg test field was used at 3.8 deg, and a 40-min field was used at 1.5 deg. Data are shown as the mean of 5 runs per spatial frequency; a run consisted of 10 trials per orientation at each of five randomly interleaved frequencies. The functions for horizontal and vertical fringes at each eccentricity were similar and were averaged. Figure 7 shows the psychometric functions for the two eccentricities. The reversal shifts to lower spatial frequencies at the larger eccentricity, which is a necessary consequence of an increase in cone spacing with eccentricity. We will refer to the range of spatial frequen- cies over which the orientation of the fringe appears reversed as the reversal range. It is tedious in practice to measure the reversal range by collecting psychometric functions for each observer at each eccentricity. We therefore adopted a more convenient technique that employed the method of adjustment. The validity of this technique was verified by comparing its estimates of the reversal range with that of the forced-choice technique for a single observer. Interference fringes were presented at 100% contrast for 500 msec every 2.5 sec. The endpoints of the reversal range were measured by the method of adjustment for observer NC. The results for this technique are shown under the psychometric functions in Fig. 7 . The solid symbols and bars depict the midpoint and the full range, respectively. These data agree well with the forced-choice results, justifying the use of this simpler procedure for the remainder of the data. The small discrepancy between the techniques at 1.5 deg can be explained by the fact that the observer is more apt to use the information near the inner edge of the target with the forced-choice procedure than with method of adjustment, and this effect is more prominent where cone spacing changes rapidly.
Observers NC and DRW used the method of adjustment to find the reversal range for a large number of retinal eccentricities near the fovea. Observer DRW made four settings each of the upper and lower limits of this range; observer NC made two settings of each limit. Values for each limit were averaged. A somewhat more conservative procedure was employed for observer RK, who was unaware of the purpose of the experiment. She was not given control of spatial frequency but was asked to identify orientation (either horizontal or vertical) while the experimenter manipulated the fringe spatial frequency. Thus she was unaware of the true stimulus orientation and spatial frequency. Again, measurements were made by averaging estimates of the upper and lower limits of the reversal range.
For these data and all subsequent data, field size was scaled with retinal eccentricity to keep a roughly constant number of cones across the field. Osterberg's data 2 5 were used to calculate the appropriate field size. At the smaller eccentricities, from 0.75 to 2.5 deg, this rule was violated in the direction of using smaller targets because the reversal range changed so rapidly there.
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Results
The method-of-adjustment data as a function of eccentricity are shown for all three observers in Fig. 8 (open symbols).
Data are shown as the mean of the upper and lower frequency limits for both vertical and horizontal orientations. The results are compared with three other measures of human cone spacing. The solid line represents the anatomical data obtained by Osterberg 25 ; cone spacing was calculated from cone-density measurements, assuming triangular packing.
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The dotted line shows the data of Curcio et al., 2 8 which comprise the mean cone spacing from four human eyes. The filled symbols are psychophysical data obtained with the moire zero technique used by Williams 8 to measure cone spacing near the fovea, where the mosaic is more regular.
The data are all compared on the same absolute scale with no free parameters used to scale the data. Our results agree quantitatively with the other measures of human cone spacing, out to an eccentricity of 10 deg. 
DISCUSSION The Orientation Reversal as a Measure of Cone Spacing
Previously, Yellott1 6 had proposed that disorder of the cone lattice prevents aliasing by smearing high spatial frequencies into broadband noise. The present data confirm that, although the aliasing noise is indeed smeared, it is still accessible to psychophysical observation. In fact, this aliasing noise can be used to draw inferences about the spacing of cones. The quantitative agreement between the psychophysical data and the anatomical data provides strong support for the hypothesis that the perpendicular striations are a consequence of undersampling at the level of the cone mosaic. If the effect rests on the physical dimensions of retinal anatomy, the orientation reversal should be unaffected by experimental manipulations that affect the performance of subsequent neural stages. We have evidence that this is true from comparisons of visual resolution and the reversal range for various fringe orientations for one observer. Visual resolution showed a large oblique effect, which is almost certainly caused by a postreceptoral mechanism. 2 9 The resolution limits were measured by the method of adjustment during the course of the reversal frequency measurements. At 3.8 deg of eccentricity, oblique fringes rotated 45 deg from vertical in either direction produced an average resolution limit of 20 cycles/deg, whereas the average resolution limit for horizontal and vertical fringes was 34 cycles/deg, or 1.70 times higher. The mean reversal frequency for oblique gratings, on the other hand, was 41.5 cycles/deg, which was not reliably different from that for horizontal and vertical fringes, which was 41.3 cycles/deg.
The large variation in resolution with orientation is presumably produced by a mechanism resembling anisotropic lowpass filtering subsequent to the stage of cone sampling. The immunity of the reversal range to this oblique effect is consistent with the notion that the perpendicular striations are composed of low spatial frequencies that are relatively unaffected by the anisotropy of subsequent stages.
It is unlikely that prereceptoral explanations such as laser speckle or moire patterns produced with the retinal vasculature could yield an orientation-reversal effect at all, let alone mimic the anatomical estimates of cone spacing as precisely as the data do. Postreceptoral explanations that involve undersampling at a subsequent stage such as the array of ganglion cells are also inconsistent with the data. In order to produce the orientation reversal, such a postreceptoral array would have to be sufficiently regular and also sample at a lower average rate than the cones. In that case, the range of spatial frequencies producing the reversal would fall below that predicted by the cone mosaic. This phenomenon is not observed, except at the largest eccentricities for Thus the orientation reversal, like the zebra stripes observed in the fovea, Although the number of observers is small, there is little variability among them. This result agrees with a recent report that human cone spacing in the extrafovea is fairly constant across individuals. 2 8 Our psychophysical data also compare favorably with measures of primate cone spacing. 13, 14 Strictly speaking, the data presented here do not imply that all the spatial noise observed when fine gratings are viewed extrafoveally arises from cone aliasing. It is possible that the spatial noise arises from several sources together and that only the component attributable to the cone mosaic produces the orientation reversal. Though all three of our observers, including one naive observer, showed reliable evidence for the reversal, the variability in appearance of the spatial noise from trial to trial was puzzling. On some trials striations would be clearly visible that were perpendicular to the true orientation, but on other trials the field appeared to contain isotropic spatial noise. The frequency-of-seeing curves rarely showed a dip down to 0% correct, indicating that the perpendicular striations could not be identified on every stimulus presentation. The optical model of gratings sampled at the modal frequency (Fig. 5) shows that the striations are subtle, but this does not account for the trial-to-trial variability in the percept. The cause of this is uncertain, but it is possible that any spatial noise contributed by prereceptoral or postreceptoral stages tends to dilute the orientation reversal, making it less robust than it appears in our optical simulation.
We had some concern that contrast losses in the retinal image before cone sampling might distort the estimate of cone spacing. For example, the demodulation produced by the finite size of the cone aperture might have reduced the upper limit of the reversal range, producing an underestimate of cone spacing at each eccentricity.
However, the orientation-reversal technique is based on observations of spatial noise that are generally suprathreshold, even at spatial frequencies above the highest that produce the perpendicular striations. Furthermore, even in the fovea, where the ratio of cone aperture to cone spacing is largest, the cone aperture does not interfere with the psychophysical estimate of cone spacing. 5 ' 8 The gaps between cones in the extrafoveal retina imply that the demodulation produced by the cone aperture at the reversal frequency becomes even less severe with increasing eccentricity. The mosaic in the central fovea is sufficiently regular to permit the use of a different psychophysical procedure to estimate cone spacing, based on the identification of moire zeros. 8 In this procedure the observer finds the spatial frequency that makes the moir6 pattern formed with the cone mosaic as coarse as possible. That spatial frequency corresponds to the reciprocal of the spacing between rows of cones in a triangular lattice and therefore is analogous to the modal frequency of the irregular extrafoveal mosaic. There is a range of eccentricities just outside the central fovea (from 1 to 2 deg of eccentricity) where the mosaic degenerates into the irregular packing that is characteristic of the extrafovea. 12 "13'3 0 This region is characterized by the first intrusion of rods, and within it observers can use either the moire zero technique or the orientation-reversal technique. In this transition zone, observers report the appearance of fine wavy patterns at the modal frequency that have a tendency to orient themselves roughly perpendicular to the fringe.
However, as one approaches the center of the fovea, the packing becomes sufficiently regular that the orientation of the moire pattern depends on the precise relationship between the orientation of the triangular mosaic and the fringe.
It would seem that the moire zero technique should be applicable to the extrafovea as well: observers would adjust the fringe spatial frequency to make the spatial noise appear as coarse as possible. We have attempted to use this kind of technique, but it has not been so successful as the orientation-reversal approach. Apparently, it is easier for the extrafovea to extract orientational anisotropies in the spatial noise than to characterize its average spatial frequency.
Orientational Asymmetry in the Reversal Frequency
A comparison of cone spacing measured with horizontal and vertical gratings at each retinal eccentricity often revealed an asymmetry between orientations. The mean asymmetry was 7.4% across all observers, with horizontal gratings yielding a higher reversal frequency than vertical gratings, as in Fig. 1 . (Observer RK tended to show higher reversal frequencies for vertical gratings in the nasal retina; these were considered negative values in calculating the mean asymmetry.) Because horizontal gratings measure the cone spacing along the vertical dimension, a horizontal bias suggests that the cone mosaic has larger spacing in a horizontal direction than in a vertical direction. This finding is consistent with the measurements made by Williams 8 of cone spacing inside the fovea. He reports that foveal cone spacing along the horizontal dimension averages of about 14% larger than spacing along the vertical dimension.
Lack of the Orientation Reversal at Large Eccentricities
The retinal eccentricity at which the orientation reversal could no longer be seen was about 20 to 25 deg for our three
observers. There are a number of possibilities for the failure to observe an orientation reversal in the far periphery. It may be that the peripheral cone mosaic becomes so irregular that aliasing energy is dispersed over a much broader range of spatial frequencies. 3 suggest that lattice disorder asymptotes at about 2.5 to 2.7 deg of eccentricity, analysis of the distances between further neighbors suggests that some components of disorder increase with eccentricity.3 0 In the absence of an analysis of anatomical data at larger eccentricities, we cannot rule out cone mosaic disorder as a factor that precludes the orientation reversal.
The fact that we failed to observe the reversal effect in the far periphery might also reflect the inability of postreceptoral mechanisms to extract the orientation of the spatial noise. Even just outside the fovea, the orientation reversal could hardly be called a potent phenomenon, so that it may not be surprising that the far periphery is incapable of extracting it. Low-pass filtering produced by the large receptive fields in the far periphery could obliterate the orientation reversal if the filtering were so severe that the spatial bandwidth of the postreceptoral mechanisms were of the order of the width of the annular ring of aliasing noise.
Imagine a much smaller window centered on the power spectrum in Fig. 5G . The aliased energy passing through the such a low-pass filter would then be nearly isotropic, and the orientation reversal could not be detected.3" All our observers reported spatial noise at eccentricities far into the peripheral retina and much farther out than the largest eccentricities at which the orientation reversal could be seen. In the peripheral retina, observers reported spatial noise at frequencies equal to and above the resolution limit, even when this limit lay far below the Nyquist frequency of the cone mosaic. These observations are consistent with reports by Thibos et al. 9 "1 0 The interesting possibility exists that the spatial noise seen in the far periphery is caused by aliasing at a level such as the ganglion cell population. Ganglion cells clearly do not sustain the sampling rate afforded by cones in the far periphery.' 4 Aliasing can be prevented only if the receptive fields of ganglion cells are sufficiently large to remove the potentially offending spatial frequencies. However, a quantitative link between a neural array and the spatial noise observed in the far periphery has yet to be established. 31. Our main interest in adding a spatial filter after the initial cone sampling was to determine whether the low-spatial-frequency energy was responsible for the perceived striations. We used a circular aperture, or window, for simplicity; however, some of our psychophysical observations might be modeled by an asymmetric spatial filter. For example, the oblique effect in the resolution limit is consistent with a cross-shaped window. If the cross is oriented with the arms vertical and horizontal, the Window would pass energy at all orientations at low spatial frequencies but would pass only energy along the horizontal and vertical meridians at high spatial frequencies. This might explain why the orientation of an aliased oblique grating was more difficult to judge than that of a vertical or horizontal grating (Fig. 2) . For oblique gratings, the aliased energy would be more isotropic, lacking a predominant orientation. At spatial frequencies near the limits of the reversal range, observers occasionally saw a plaid pattern. At these frequencies, presumably, there is aliased energy present in both the vertical and horizontal directions. This could result from the sampling operation if the annuli in the power spectrum overlap in such a way that they surround the central delta function (imagine sliding the outer rings in Fig. 5C closer together) . A cross-shaped window would then filter out the oblique components of the aliased energy, leaving only the vertical and horizontal components. In some cases we also found unequal resolution limits for vertical and horizontal gratings. There was a tendency for the reversal frequency range to be smaller for the grating orientation with the higher resolution limit. This is consistent with a window that is elongated in one of the primary meridians (i.e., the one corresponding to the higher resolution limit). These and other orientational asymmetries will be more rigorously addressed in a forthcoming study.
